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The literature during these two years gave the impression of a bumper crop without any real buyers. *The Medal* (as John Dryden might have said) for this anomaly should be pinned not on any particular John but on the decreasing means of taking stock and weak institutional utility complicated by confused educational policies.

Numerous newspaper articles and editorials through the two years were indicative of the relevant if reheated debates on the language and education issues that have preoccupied us for many decades, without a comfortable resolution. The most recent controversy was caused by a decision of the Government of the Punjab to introduce English in Primary Schools from Class One. Implementation of this decision requires a high degree of commitment and skills, which the educational authorities did make an attempt to provide on both a provincial and national basis. As English schooling in the private sector has gained further ground, the government schools and universities will need to do much more for themselves to be competitive.

One main reason for the fact that serious creative and critical work has been flourishing is that it is mostly done outside the academy. The novel even appears, at least for the time being, to have moved abroad. Bapsi Sidhwa, who now lives in the United States, called her fourth novel *An American Brat* (Minneapolis, MN: Milkweed Editions, 1993) and found both in the United States and in South Asia a ready audience, which already half-knows by now the culture-clash cacophonies and the discrepant banalities involved in "travelling" ill-prepared to the distant realms but has not ceased to indulge the aching ludicrousness of it all! Feroza Ginwalla, the Pakistani Parsi girl "brattemned" by American ways in the United States despite (or perhaps because of) her watchful uncle, Manek, is a better developed character than the rest and Sidhwa finds room, in the narration, for broad observation of both the Pakistani and American societies. For example, in Pakistan: "Most catastrophes
were converted into jokes. How else could ordinary people tolerate what was happening to the country and them?" And about Salt Lake City: "He [Manek] left it to them [his family in Pakistan] to assume that a community that forbade even coffee was not likely to permit promiscuous sex" (138-139). The observations may be genuine or interesting but the writing is undistinguished, the scheme anecdotal, which cannot save the novel. Yet the ethnic chic is not lost upon the market and Penguin have reissued it in India (1994).

Nadeem Aslam, who lives in Britain, has published *Season of the Rainbirds* (London: Andre Deutsch, 1993), a first novel of merit whose perceptions are contained within the characterisation, dialogue, and social detail of small-town Pakistan. Azhar, the deputy commissioner, for instance: "So every Tuesday there was a barrage of people congesting the arches outside the courthouse, as they waited to see him: there were those who needed passports and identity cards for departures to the Arab countries; others offering bribes to secure a favourable outcome of cases; fathers of unemployed sons, mothers of nubile daughters; sharecroppers needing loans to buy oxen. For the rest of the week these people would leave messages and gifts outside his house—baskets of fruit and vegetables, sides of meat, embroidery and lace, cakes of white perfumed soap, cages of songbirds. Once there was a fighting cock with a plucked neck and a tiny canvas muzzle over its beak, and once, even more surprising, there was a large bouquet of flowers. In the beginning Azhar used to send these things to the mosques but then it began to seem easier just to drag them over the threshold" (126-127). Such is the rhythm of life against a backdrop of the disturbing past of this town, an assassination, a pouch of lost letters turning up after nineteen years to threaten the surface calm, the change of governments, the active presence of evil, and rising intolerance, which Maulana Hafeez’s noble words alone cannot help subdue. Aslam touches on major themes as they affect ordinary lives and calls up an atmosphere instead of leading motive to conclusion and resolving anything between the coincidence of monsoon and moral confusion or past memory and present turmoil.

Certain resolutions, however, are reached in Nazneen Sheikh’s second novel, *Chopin People* (Toronto: Lugus Press, 1994), in which Italian and Polish immigrant characters discover through the power of music the more intangible pleasures of life—beyond the body, the borders, and the society’s institutions. Sheikh, who lives in Canada, has deliberately moved away from the strictly Pakistani-Canadian material but not from the vibrations of the "old country" theme, and has written a joucier book this time to probe the inner lives of her characters, enabling them (and us?) to listen to the music "from within". In a way, it is the next logical stage in the "immigrant’s" journey to the new country and the settlement it affords; add to it the health-food regimen and sexual politics following a marital breakdown, and you nearly have a politically correct "naturalisation" of the earlier "look homeward, angel" syndrome. At least Stacey Malik, in Almas Khan’s first novel *Chapati and Chips* (Castleford, W. Yorkshire: Springboard/Yorkshire Art Circus, 1993), does not have to go through such gyrations. She was placed differently. Born of mixed parentage in England, she makes the necessary trip to her father’s original country, Pakistan, and learns to be content with her English existence—what with all the half-familiar places and kind relatives in Pakistan! Thus Almas Khan, who lives in Bradford, writes a very basic story about
developing a socially viable identity, blazoned even by the Yorkshire vernacular here and there, and definitely contributes towards the corpus being described as Black British Writing. That way, Sheikh is trying to be rather colourless.

Of the three strong short story collections, two were published by writers settled abroad: Iqbal Ahmad’s *The Opium Eater and Other Stories* (Canada: Cormorant Books, 1992) and Aamer Hussein’s *Mirror to the Sun* (London: Mantra Publishing, 1993); in the third collection, Shahwar Junaid’s *Survivors of Many Sorts: A Collection of Short Stories* (Rawalpindi: Publishing Consultants, 1993), ‘The Enchanted Vision’ is a particularly well-told story. Several fine short stories also appeared in magazines.


Although the best Pakistani work in the genre during these two years appears to have been published in the periodicals, such as *Poetry Review* (London), *The News* (Rawalpindi), *Pakistani Literature* (Islamabad), *Yatra* (New Delhi), *The Rialto* (UK), *The Literary Review* (USA), *Journal of South Asian Literature* (USA), *Contemporary Review* (London), *Kunapipi* (Denmark), and *The Honest Ulsterman* (UK), besides a few anthologies published abroad, two British poetry collections with a Pakistani connection also deserve serious reading. Both were published in England. Moniza Alvi, author of *The Country at My Shoulder* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), is a young British poet with relatives
in Pakistan; while the other author, of *Nailing Dark Storms* (Flitwick, Bedfordshire: Hub Editions, 1993), Saqi Farooqi, is a well-known Urdu poet now settled in England and also writing occasionally and quite effectively in English. It may be instructive to put this work side by side with the poems named above or, say, with Inam-ul-Haq’s *Collected Poems* (Lahore: Pak Books Empire, 1993) and be able to see the comparative contexts of poetic technique and sensibility derived from different dialects, languages, milieux, and cultural traditions.

A welcome development is some serious play-writing undertaken within the country, as good original theatre has mostly originated from Pakistani sources abroad. Khalid Ahmad, author of *Come and See My City from Here* (*Yatra* No. 2, New Delhi), is already well-known as a playwright in Urdu. This particular play is in English and, breaking a long hiatus in the genre, skilfully focuses attention on violence born of socio-political issues. Need it be stated that he is based in Karachi?


Comparatively, there was very little offered in the period from the other Pakistani languages.


For literature studies, the point to start is "A Select Bibliography of Pakistani Literature in English" by Alamgir Hashmi, *Pakistani Literature* (Islamabad) 2:1, 263-270; also in *New Literatures Review* No. 25, 16-21. The short notes on Pakistani poets contained in *The Oxford Companion to Twentieth-Century Poetry in English* (1994), edited by Ian Hamilton, may prove quite useful. There are comprehensive and concise studies of Pakistani literature in the *Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in English* (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), edited by Eugene Benson and L. W. Conolly, and one-time access to this work is likely to make it indispensable for any further reading or study of the subject.

With such substantial gains in particular areas, we also note how the writing might be strengthened in a number of genres; and there have been some real losses. But no loss was greater than Ahmed Ali's death in 1994.